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Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to construct a new class of separable Banach
spaces KSp[R∞], 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞. Each of these spaces contain the Lp[R∞] spaces, as
well as the space M[R∞], of finitely additive measures as dense continuous compact
embedding. These spaces are of interest because they also contain the Henstock-Kurzweil
integrable functions on R∞. We will construct a canonical class of Kuelbs-Steadman
spaces KSp[B], 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞, where B is separable Banach space. Finally, we offer a
interesting approach to the Fourier transform on KSp[R∞] and KSp[B].
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1. Introduction and Preliminaries
T.L. Gill and W.W. Zachary [9] introduced a new theory of Lebesgue measure on R∞,
the construction of which is virtually the same as the development of Lebesgue measure
on Rn. This theory can be useful in formulating a new class of spaces which will provide
a Banach Space structure for Henstock-Kurzweil (HK) integrable functions. This later
integral is interest because it generalizes the Lebesgue, Bochner and Pettis integrals see
for instance [1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 11, 14, 15, 16, 20, 21, 30, 31]. As a major drawback of
HK-integrable function space is not naturally Banach space. In [33], Yeong mentioned
if canonical approach can developed then the above drawback can be solved. Gill and
Zachary [9], introduced a new class of Banach spaces KSp[Ω], ∀ 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞ and Ω ⊂ Rn
which are canonical spaces (also see [10, 19]). These spaces are separable that contain the
corresponding Lp spaces as dense, continuous, compact embedding. There main aim was
to find these spaces contains the Denjoy integrable functions as well as additive measures.
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They found that these spaces are perfect for highly oscillatory functions that occur in
quantum theory and non-linear analysis.
Throughout our paper, we keeping our notation are alike as [9]. We suppose the notation
R∞I and assume that I is understood. Our study focused on the main class of Banach
spaces KSp[R∞I ], 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞. These spaces contains the HK-integrable functions and also
contains the Lp[R∞I ] spaces, 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞ as continuous dense and compact embedding.
These space contains the test function space D[R∞I ], as dense continuous embedding.
Recall, a tagged partition of an interval I = [a, b] is a finite set of ordered pairs D =
{(ti, Ii) : 1 ≤ i ≤ m}, where {Ii : 1 ≤ i ≤ m} is a partition of I consisting of closed
non-overlapping subintervals and ti is a point in Ii; ti is called the tag associated with Ii.
If f : I → R, the Riemann sum of f with respect to D is defined as
S(f,D) =
m∑
i=1
f(ti)l(Ii), (1)
where l(Ii) is the length of the subinterval Ii.
If δ : I → (0,∞) is a positive function, we define an open interval valued function on I by
setting γ(t) = (t− δ(t), t+ δ(t)). If Ii = [xi, xi+1], and ti ∈ Ii, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, we can rewrite
ti ∈ Ii ⊂ γ(ti). (2)
A function γ defined on I such that γ(f) is an open interval containing t for each t ∈ I
is called a gauge on I. If D = {(ti, Ii) : 1 ≤ i ≤ m} is a tagged partition of I and γ is a
gauge on I, we say that D is δ-fine if (2) is satisfied. i.e. if D is δ-fine, we write D << δ.
Definition 1.1. [28] A function f : [a, b] → R is said to be Henstock integrable if there
exists a function F : [a, b]→ R and for every ǫ > 0 there is a function δ(t) > 0 such that
for any δ−fine partition D = {[u, v], t} of I0 = [a, b], we have
||
∑
[f(t)(v − u)− F (u, v)]|| < ǫ,
where the sum
∑
is run over D = {([u, v], t)} and F (u, v) = F (v) − F (u). We write
H
∫
I0
f = F (I0).
Definition 1.2. [9] Let An = A × In and Bn = B × In (nth order box sets in R∞). We
define
(1) An ∪Bn = (A ∪B)× In;
(2) An ∩Bn = (A ∩B)× In;
(3) Bcn = B
c × In.
Definition 1.3. [9] We define RnI = R
n × In. If T is a linear transformation on Rn and
An = A × In, then TI on RnI is defined by TI [An] = T [A]. We define B[RnI ] to be the
Borel σ−algebra for RnI , where the topology on RnI is defined via the class of open sets
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Dn = {U × In : U is open in Rn}. For any A ∈ B[Rn], we define λ∞(An) on RnI by
product measure λ∞(An) = λn(A)× Π∞i=n+1λI(I) = λn(A).
Theorem 1.4. [9] λ∞(.) is a measure on B[RnI ] is equivalent to n-dimensional Lebesgue
measure on Rn.
Corollary 1.5. [10] The measure λ∞(.) is both translationally and rotationally invariant
on (RnI , B[R
n
I ]) for each n ∈ N.
Recalling the theory on RnI that completely paralleis that on R
n. Since RnI ⊂ Rn+1I , we
have an increasing sequence, so we define R̂∞I = lim
n→∞
RnI =
∞⋃
k=1
RkI . Let X1 = R̂
∞
I and let
τ1 be the topology induced by the class of open sets D ⊂ X1 such that D =
∞⋃
n=1
Dn =
∞⋃
n=1
{U × In : U is open in Rn}. Let X2 = R∞ \ R̂∞I and let τ2 be discrete topology on
X2 induced by the discrete metric so that, for x, y ∈ X2, x 6= y, d2(x, y) = 1 and for
x = y, d2(x, y) = 0.
Definition 1.6. [9] We define (R∞I , τ) be the co-product (X1, τ1)⊗(X2, τ2) of (X1, τ1) and
(X2, τ2) so that every open set in (R
∞
I , τ) is the disjoint union of two open sets G1 ∪ G2
with G1 in (X1, τ1) and G2 in (X2, τ2).
It follows that R∞I = R
∞ as sets. However, since every point in X2 is open and closed
in R∞I and no point is open and closed in R
∞, So, R∞I 6= R∞ as a topological spaces. In
[9], authors shown that it can extend the measure λ∞(.) to R∞.
Similarly, if B[RnI ] is the Borel σ-algebra for R
n
I , then B[R
n
I ] ⊂ B[Rn+1I ] by
B̂[R∞I ] = lim
n→∞
B[RnI ] =
∞⋃
k=1
B[RkI ].
Let B[R∞I ] be the smallest σ-algebra containing B̂[R
∞
I ] ∪ P (R∞ \
∞⋃
k=1
[RkI ]), where P (.)
is the power set. It is obvious that the class B[R∞I ] coincides with the Borel σ-algebra
generated by the τ -topology on R∞I .
Lemma 1.7. [9] B̂[R∞I ] ⊂ B[R∞I ]
1.1. Measurable function. We discuss about measurable function on R∞I as follows.
Let x = (x1, x2, . . . ) ∈ R∞I , In = Π∞k=n+1[−12 , 12 ] and let hn(x̂) = χIn(x̂), where x̂ =
(xi)
∞
i=n+1.
Definition 1.8. [9] LetMn represented the class of measurable functions on Rn. If x ∈ R∞I
and fn ∈ Mn, Let x = (xi)ni=1 and define an essentially tame measurable function of order
n or (en-tame) on R
∞
I by
f(x) = fn(x)⊗ hn(x̂).
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We let MnI = {f(x) : f(x) = fn(x)⊗hn(x̂), x ∈ R∞I } be the class of all en-tame function.
Definition 1.9. [9] A function f : R∞I → R is said to be measurable and we write f ∈MI ,
if there is a sequence {fn ∈MnI } of en− tame functions, such that
lim
n→∞
fn(x)→ f(x) λ∞ − (a.e.).
This definition highlights our requirement that all functions on infinite dimensional
space must be constructively defined as (essentially) finite dimensional limits. The exis-
tence of functions satisfying above definition is not obvious. So, we have
Theorem 1.10. [9] (Existence) Suppose that f : R∞I → (−∞,∞) and f−1(A) ∈ B[R∞I ]
for all A ∈ B[R] then there exists a family of functions {fn}, fn ∈MnI such that fn(x)→
f(x), λ∞ − (a.e.).
Remark 1.11. Recalling that any set A, of non zero measure is concentrated in X1 that
is λ∞(A) = λ∞(A ∩X1) also follows that the essential support of the limit function f(x)
in Definition 1.9, i.e. {x : f(x) 6= 0} is concentrated in RNI , for some N.
1.2. Integration theory on R∞I . We discuss a constructive theory of integration on R
∞
I
using the known properties of integration on RnI . This approach has the advantages that
all the theorems for Lebesgue measure apply. Proofs are similar as for the proof on Rn.
Let L1[RnI ] be the class of integrable functions on R
n
I . Since L
1[RnI ] ⊂ L1[Rn+1I ], we define
L1[R̂∞I ] =
∞⋃
n=1
L1[RnI ].
Definition 1.12. We say that a measurable function f ∈ L1[R∞I ], if there is a Cauchy
sequence {fn} ⊂ L1[R̂∞I ] with fn ∈ L1[RnI ] and
lim
n→∞
fn(x) = f(x), λ∞ − (a.e.)
Theorem 1.13. L1[R∞I ] = L
1[R̂∞I ]
Proof. We know that L1[RnI ] ⊂ L1[R̂∞I ] for all n. We sufficiently need to prove L1[R̂∞I ]
is closed. Let f be a limit point of L1[R̂∞I ] (f ∈ L1[R∞I ]). If f = 0 then the result is
proved. So we consider f 6= 0. If Af is the support of f, then λ∞(Af ) = λ∞(Af ∩ X1).
Thus Af ∪X1 ⊂ RNI for some N. This means that there is a function g ∈ L1[RN+1I ] with
λ∞({x : f(x) 6= g(x)}) = 0. So, f(x) = g(x)-a.e. As L1[RnI ] is a set of equivalence classes.
Thus L1[R∞I ] = L
1[R̂∞I ]. 
Definition 1.14. If f ∈ L1[R∞I ], we define the integral of f by∫
R∞
I
f(x)dλ∞(x) = lim
n→∞
∫
R∞
I
fn(x)dλ∞(x),
where {fn} ⊂ L1[R∞I ] is any Cauchy sequence converging to f(x)-a.e.
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Theorem 1.15. If f ∈ L1[R∞I ] then the above integral exists and all theorems that are
true for f ∈ L1[RnI ], also hold for f ∈ L1[R∞I ].
1.2.1. Class of B∞j , where B is a separable Banach space: As an application of R∞I , we
can construct B∞j , where B is separable Banach space. Recalling, a sequence (en) ∈ B is
called a Schauder basis (S-basis) for B, if ||en||B = 1 and for each x ∈ B, there is a unique
sequence (xn) of scalars such that
x = lim
k→∞
k∑
n=1
xnen =
∞∑
n=1
xnen.
Any sequence (xn) of scalars associated with a x ∈ B, lim
n→∞
xn = 0. Let
jk =
[ −1
2 ln(k + 1)
,
1
2 ln(k + 1)
]
and
jn = Π∞k=n+1jk, j = Π
∞
k=1jk.
Let {ek} be an S-basis for B, and let x =
∞∑
n=1
xnen, and from Pn(x) =
n∑
k=1
xkek and
Qnx = (x1, x2, . . . , xn), then Bnj is defined by
Bnj = {Qnx : x ∈ B} × jn
with norm
||(xk)||Bnj = max1≤k≤n ||
k∑
i=1
xiei||B = max
1≤k≤n
||P(x)||B.
As Bnj ⊂ Bn+1j so we can set B∞j =
∞⋃
n=1
Bnj and Bj is a subset of B∞j .
We set Bj as Bj =
{
(x1, x2, . . . ) :
∞∑
k=1
xkek ∈ B
}
and norm on Bj by
||x||Bj = sup
n
||Pn(x)||B = ||x||B.
If we consider B[B∞j ] be the smallest σ-algebra containing B∞j and define B[Bj ] = B[B∞j ]∩
Bj then by a known result
||x||B = sup
n
||
n∑
k=1
xkek||B. (3)
is an equivalent norm on B.
Proposition 1.16. [9] When B carries the equivalent norm (3), the operator
T : (B, ||.||B)→ (Bj , ||.||Bj
defined by T (x) = (xk) is an isometric isomorphism from B onto Bj .
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This shows that every Banach space with an S-basis has a natural embedding in R∞I .
So we call Bj the canonical representation of B in R∞I .With B[Bj ] = Bj ∩B[B∞j ] we define
σ−algebra generated by B and associated with B[Bj ] by
Bj [B] = {T−1(A) |A ∈ B[Bj ]} = T−1{B[Bj ]}.
Since λ∞(Anj ) = 0 for A
n
j ∈ B[Bnj ] with Anj compact, we see λ∞(Bnj ) = 0, n ∈ N. So,
λ∞(Bj) = 0 for every Banach space with an S-basis. Thus the restriction of λ∞ to Bj will
not induce a non trivial measure on B.
Definition 1.17. [9, 32] We define vk, µk on A ∈ B[R] by
vk(A) =
λ(A)
λ(jk)
, µk(A) =
λ(A ∩ jk)
λ(jk)
and for an elementary set A = π∞k=1Ak ∈ B[Bnj ], define V
n
j by
V
n
j = π
n
k=1vk(A)× π∞k=n+1µk(A).
We define V nj is be the Lebesgue extension of V
n
j to all Bnj and Vj(A) = lim
n→∞
V nj (A) ∀A ∈
B[Bj ]. We adopt a variation of method developed by Yamasaki [32], to define V nj to the
Lebesgue extension of V
n
j to all of Bnj and define Vj(B) = lim
n→∞
V nj (B), ∀B ∈ B[Bj ].
Remark 1.18. Bj is image of B in R∞I . The image becomes an isometric isomorphism if
the norm we define ||u1, u2, . . . , un||Bj = ||u||B.
1.2.2. Integration Theory on B∞j :. In this section, we discuss integration on a separable
Banach space B∞j with an S-basis. Even if a reasonable theory of Lebesgue measure exists
on B∞j , this is not sufficient to make it a useful mathematical tool. In additional, all the
theory developed for finite dimensional analysis. One must be able to approximate an
infinite-dimensional problem as a natural limit of the finite dimensional case in a manner
that leads itself to computational implementation. Recalling λB restricted to B[Bnj ] is
equivalent to λn. We required that the integral restricted to B[Bnj ] to the integral on Rn.
Let f : B → [0,∞] be a measurable function and let λB be constructed using the family
{jk}. If {sn} ⊂ M is an increasing family of non negative simple functions with sn ∈MnI ,
for each n and lim
n→∞
sn(x) = f(x), λB-a.e. We define the integral of f over B∞j by∫
B∞j
f(x)dλB = lim
n→∞
∫
B∞j
[sn(x)π
n
i=1λ(Ii)]dλB(x).
Let L1[Bnj ] be the class of integrable functions on Bnj . Since L1[Bnj ] ⊂ L1[Bn+1j ], we define
L1[B̂nj ] =
⋃∞
n=1L
1[Bnj ].
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(1) We say that a measurable function f ∈ L1[B∞j ] if there exists a Cauchy sequence
{fm} ⊂ L1[B̂∞j ], such that
lim
m→∞
∫
B∞j
|fm(x)− f(x)|dλB(x) = 0.
That is a measurable function f ∈ L1[B∞j ] if there exists a Cauchy sequence
{fm} ⊂ L1[B̂∞j ], with fm ∈ L1[Bnj ] and
lim
m→∞
fm(x) = f(x), λB − (a.e.).
(2) We say that a measurable function f ∈ C0[B∞j ], the space of continuous functions
that vanish at infinity, if there exists a Cauchy sequence {fm} ⊂ C0[B̂∞j ], such
that
lim
m→∞
∫
B∞j
sup
x∈B∞j
|fm(x)− f(x)|dλB(x) = 0.
Theorem 1.19. L1[B̂∞j ] = L1[B∞j ].
Definition 1.20. If f ∈ L1[B∞j ], we define the integral of f by
lim
m→∞
∫
B∞j
fm(x)dλB(x) =
∫
B∞j
f(x)dλB(x), λB − (a.e.),
where {fm} ⊂ L1[B∞j ] is any Cauchy sequence converging to f(x)-a.e.
Theorem 1.21. If f ∈ L1[B∞j ], then the above integral exists and all theorems that are
true for f ∈ L1[Bnj ], also hold for f ∈ L1[B∞j ].
With very obvious sense we can consider the following:
(1) The Schwartz space S[R∞I ] is the topological space of functions f : R∞I → C such
that f ∈ C∞[R∞I ] and xα∂βf(x) → 0 as |x| → ∞ for every pair of multi-indices
α, β ∈ N∞0 , and f ∈ S[R∞I ] let
||f ||α,β = sup
R∞
I
|xα∂βf |.
We define N∞I as N
n
I ⊂ Nn+1I , an increasing sequence, so N̂∞I = lim
n→∞
NnI =
∞⋃
k=1
NkI .
If x = (x1, x2, . . . ) ∈ R∞I and α ∈ N∞I , α = (α1, α2, . . . ), we define xα = Π∞k=1xαkk
a product of real or complex numbers.
A sequence of functions {fk : k ∈ N} converges to a function f in S[R∞I ] if
||fn − f ||α,β → 0
as k →∞ for every α, β ∈ N∞I .
That is the Schwartz space consists of smooth functions whose derivatives decay
at infinity faster than any power.
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(2) A tempered distribution T on R∞I is a continuous linear functional T : S[R∞I ]→ C.
The topological vector space of tempered distributions is denoted by S ′ [R∞I ] or
S ′ . If < T, f > denotes the value of T ∈ S ′ acting on f ∈ S, then a sequence {Tk}
converges to T in S ′ . Written Tk → T if lim
k→∞
< Tk, f >=< T, f > for every f ∈ S.
Purpose of the paper:
The purpose of this paper is to introduce generalized class of Banach space KSp[Rn],
1 ≤ p ≤ ∞. These spaces are separable that contains the corresponding Lp spaces as
dense, continuous, compact embedding. We want to show KSp[R∞I ] contain a large class
of distribution. As an application of R∞I , we construction the space KS
p[B∞j ], where B is
separable Banach space.
2. The Kuelbs-Steadman Spaces KSp[R∞I ]
Since the work of Henstock [17] and Kurzweil [18], the most important finitely addi-
tive measure is the one generated by the Henstock-Kurzweil integral (HK-integral). It
generalizes the Lebesgue, Bochner and Pettis integrals. The HK-integral is equivalent to
the Denjoy and Perron integrals. In addition, it is much easier to learn and understand
compared to the these and the Lebesgue integral. It also provides useful variants of the
same theorems that have made the Lebesgue integral so important. The most important
factor preventing the widespread use of the HK-integral in mathematics, engineering and
physics has been the lack of a Banach space structure comparable to the Lp spaces for the
Lebesgue integral. The possibility for change in this condition began indirectly in 1965,
when Gross [13] proved that every separable Banach space contains a separable Hilbert
space as a continuous dense embedding. This work was a generalization of Wieners the-
ory, which used the (densely embedded Hilbert) Sobolev space H10[0, 1] ⊂ C0[0, 1]. Then in
1970, Kuelbs [19] generalized Gross’s theorem to include the Hilbert space with resonant
sound H10[0, 1] ⊂ C0[0, 1] ⊂ L2[0, 1]. A general version of this theorem can be stated as
follows
Theorem 2.1. (Gross-Kuelbs) Let B be a separable Banach space. Then, separable
Hilbert spaces H1,H2 and a positive trace class operator T12 defined on H2 exist such
that H1 ⊂ B ⊂ H2 all as continuous dense embedding, with (T
1
2
12u, T
1
2
12v)1 = (u, v)2 and
(T
−1
2
12 u, T
−1
2
12 v)2 = (u, v)1.
This work in relationship to the HK-integral first appeared in the dissertation of V.
Steadman at Howard University in 1988 (see [29]). To understand the connection, we
need to see the proof of the H2 part of the Gross-Kuelbs theorem.
Lemma 2.2. (Kuelbs Lemma) If B is a separable Banach space, there exists a separable
Hilbert space H ⊃ B as a continuous dense embedding.
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Proof. Let {ek} be a countable dense sequence on the unit ball B and let {e∗k} be any fixed
set of corresponding duality mappings (i.e for each k, e∗k ∈ B∗ and e∗k(ek) =< ek, e∗k >=
||ek||2B = ||e∗k||2B∗ = 1. For each k, let tk = 12k and define (u, v) as follows:
(u, v) =
∞∑
k=1
tke
∗
k(u)e
−∗
k (v) =
∞∑
k=1
1
2k
e∗k(u)e
−∗
k (v).
It is clear that (u, v) is an inner product on B. Let H be the completion of B with respect
to this inner product. It is clear that B is dense in H, and
||u||2H =
∞∑
k=1
tk|e∗k(u)|2
≤ sup |e∗k(u)|2
= ||u||2B.
So, the embedding is continuous. Now note that if B = L1[Rn],
|e∗k(u)|2 = |
∫
Rn
e∗k(x)u(x)dλn(x)|2
where e∗k(x) ∈ L∞[Rn]. 
It is clear that the Hilbert space H, will contain some non-absolutely integrable func-
tions, but we cannot say which ones will or will not be in there. This gave Steadman the
needed hint for her Hilbert space. Fix n and let QnI be the set {x ∈ RnI } such that the
first co-ordinates (x1, x2, ..., xn) are rational. Since this is a countable dense set in R
n
I , we
can arrange it as QnI = {x1, x2, ...} for each k and i, let Bk(xi) be the closed cube centered
at xi with edge ek =
1
2l−1
√
n
, l ∈ N. Now choose the natural order which maps N × N
bijectively to N, and let {Bk : k ∈ N} be the resulting set of (all) closed cubes
{Bk(xi)| (l, i) ∈ N× N}
centered at a point in QnI . Let Ek(x) be the characteristic function of Bk, so that Ek(x) ∈
Lp[RnI ] ∩ L∞[RnI ] for 1 ≤ p <∞. Define Fk(.) on L1[RnI ] by
Fk(f) =
∫
Rn
I
Ek(x)f(x)dλ∞(x)
Since each Bk is a cube with sides parallel to the co-ordinate axes, Fk(.) is well defined
for all HK-integrable functions, is a bounded linear functional on Lp[RnI ] for 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞.
Fix tk > 0 such that
∑∞
k=1 tk = 1 and defined an inner product (.) on L
1[RnI ] by
(f, g) =
∞∑
k=1
tk[
∫
Rn
I
Ek(x)f(x)dλ∞(x)][
∫
Rn
I
Ek(y)g(y)dλ∞(y)]c.
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The completion of L1[RnI ] in the inner product is the Kuelbs-Steadman spaces KS
2[RnI ].
To see directly that KS2[RnI ] contains the HK-integrable, then
||f ||2KS2 =
∞∑
k=1
tk|
∫
Rn
I
Ek(x)f(x)dλ∞(x)|2
≤ sup
k
|
∫
Bk
f(x)dλ∞(x)|2
<∞.
So, f ∈ KS2[RnI ].
Theorem 2.3. For each p, 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞ we have the space Lp[RnI ] ⊂ KS2[RnI ] as a
continuous, dense subspace.
Proof. By construction, KS2[RnI ] contains L
1[RnI ] densely. So, we need to show that
Lq[RnI ] ⊂ KS2[RnI ],
For q 6= 1. If f ∈ Lq[RnI ] and q <∞, we have,
||f ||KS2 = [
∞∑
k=1
tk|
∫
Rn
I
Ek(x)f(x)dλ∞(x)|
2q
q ]
1
2
≤ [
∞∑
k=1
tk(
∫
Rn
I
|Ek(x)||f(x)|qdλ∞(x))
2
q ]
1
2
≤ sup
k
(
∫
Rn
I
|Ek(x)||f(x)|qdλ∞(x))
1
q
≤ ||f ||q.
Hence, f ∈ KS2[RnI ]. For q =∞, first note that
vol(Bk)
2 ≤ [ 1√
n
]2n ≤ 1.
So, we have
||f ||KK2 = [[
∞∑
k=1
tk|
∫
Rn
I
Ek(x)f(x)dλ∞(x)|2] 12
≤ [
∞∑
k=1
tk[vol(Bk)]
2][ess sup |f |]2] 12
≤ ||f ||∞.
Thus f ∈ KS2[RnI ] and L∞[RnI ] ⊂ KS2[RnI ]. 
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Before proceeding to additional discussion, We construct the KSp[RnI ] spaces, for 1 ≤
p ≤ ∞. Defined as
||f ||KSp[Rn
I
] =

( ∞∑
k=1
tk
∣∣∣∫Rn
I
Ek(x)f(x)dλ∞(x)
∣∣∣p) 1p , for 1 ≤ p <∞;
sup
k≥1
∣∣∣∫Rn
I
Ek(x)f(x)dλ∞(x)
∣∣∣ , for p =∞
where x = (x1, x2, x3, . . . ) ∈ R∞I .
With R∞I = lim
n→∞
RnI =
∞⋃
n=1
RkI and R
n
I = R
n × In, where I = [−12 , 12 ].
It is easy to see that ||f ||KSp defines on Lp. If KSp is completion of Lp with respect to
this norm, we have
Theorem 2.4. For each q, 1 ≤ q ≤ ∞, Lq[RnI ] ⊂ KSp[RnI ] as a dense continuous
embedding.
Remark 2.5. As Ho¨lder and Minkowski inequalities for Lp[RnI ] is hold for 1 ≤ p < ∞
(see page 83 of [9] and also see [26]).
If KSp[RnI ] is completion of L
p[RnI ], so the Ho¨lder and Minkowski inequalities hold in
KSp[RnI ] for 1 ≤ p <∞.
Theorem 2.6. For KSp[RnI ], 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞ we have
(1) If fn → f weakly in Lp[RnI ]. then fn → f strongly in KSp[RnI ].
(2) If 1 < p <∞, then KSp[RnI ] is uniformly convex.
(3) If 1 < p <∞ and 1
p
+ 1
q
= 1, then the dual space of KSp[RnI ] is KS
q[RnI ].
(4) KS∞[RnI ] ⊂ KSp[RnI ] for 1 ≤ p <∞.
(5) Cc[R
n
I ] is dense in KS
p[RmI ].
Theorem 2.7. For each p, 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞, then test function D[RnI ] ⊂ KSp[RnI ] as a
continuous embedding.
2.1. Gross Steadman Hilbert Spaces GS2: Now we turn to the construction of Hilbert
space GS2[RnI ], which is required for the extension of the Feynman operator calculus to
non-reflexive Banach spaces. This space is also a natural compliment to KS2[RnI ] in a
certain general sense. For our Hilbert space, fix B and defined GS2B[RnI ] by:
GS2B[R
n
I ] = {u ∈ B :
∞∑
n=1
t−1n |(u, En)2|2 <∞}
with (u, v)1 =
∑∞
n=1 t
−1
n (u, En)2(En, v)2. Gross-Kuelbs Theorem in this sense can extended
as follow:
Theorem 2.8. The operator T12 is a positive trace class operator on B with a bounded
extension to KS2[RnI ]. In addition, GS
2
B[R
n
I ] ⊂ B ⊂ KS2[RnI ] (as continuous dense em-
bedding), (T
1
2
12u, T
1
2
12v)1 = (u, v)2 and (T
−1
2
12 u, T
−1
2
12 v)2 = (u, v)1.
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Proof. Proof is similar as Theorem 3.30 [9]. 
On replacing B by KSp[RnI ], GS2B[RnI ]→ KSp[RnI ]→ KS2[RnI ].
2.2. The family KSp[R∞I ]: We now construct the spaces KS
p[R∞I ], 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞, using
the same approach that led to L1[R∞I ]. SinceKS
p[RnI ] ⊂ KSp[Rn+1I ], we defineKSp[R̂∞I ] =⋃∞
n=1KS
p[RnI ].
Definition 2.9. We say that a measurable function f ∈ KSp[R∞I ], for 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞, if there
is a Cauchy sequence {fn} ⊂ KSp[R̂∞I ] with fn ∈ KSp[RnI ] and lim
n→∞
fn(x) = f(x) λ∞-a.e.
The functions inKSp[R̂∞I ] differ from function in its closureKS
p[R∞I ] by sets of measure
zero.
Theorem 2.10. KSp[R̂∞I ] = KS
p[R∞I ].
Definition 2.11. If f ∈ KSp[R∞I ], we define the integral of f by∫
R∞
I
f(x)dλ∞(x) = lim
n→∞
∫
Rn
I
fn(x)dλ∞(x),
where fn ∈ KSp[RnI ] is any Cauchy sequence converging to f(x).
Theorem 2.12. If f ∈ KSp[R∞I ], then the integral of f defined in Definition 5.17 exists
and is unique for every f ∈ KSp[R∞I ].
Proof. Since the family of functions {fn} is Cauchy, it is follows that if the integral exists,
it is unique. To prove existence, follow the standard argument and first assume that
f(x) ≥ 0. In this case, the sequence can always be chosen as increasing, so that the
integral exists. The general case now follows by the standard decomposition. 
For construction: Choosing a countable dense set of functions {En(x)}∞n=1 on the
unit ball of L1[R∞I ] and assume {E∗n}∞n=1 be any corresponding set of duality mapping
in L∞[R∞I ], also if B is L1[R∞I ], using Kuelbs lemma, it is clear that the Hilbert space
H will contain some non absolute integrable function, we are not sure this non absolute
integrable function is HK-integrable or not. As Q̂∞I = lim
n→∞
QnI =
⋃∞
k=1Q
k
I , where Q
n
I be
the set {x ∈ RnI } such that the first co-ordinates (x1, x2, ..., xn) are rational. Since this is
a countable dense set in RnI , we can arrange it as Q
n
I = {x1, x2, ...} for each k and i, let
Bk(xi) be the closed cube centered at xi with edge ek =
1
2l−1
√
n
, l ∈ N. Now choose the
natural order which maps N × N bijectively to N, and let {Bk : k ∈ N} be the resulting
set of (all) closed cubes
{Bk(xi)| (l, i) ∈ N× N}
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centered at a point in QnI . Let Ek(x) be the characteristic function of Bk, so that Ek(x) ∈
Lp[R∞I ] ∩ L∞[R∞I ] for 1 ≤ p <∞. Define Fk(.) on L1[R∞I ] by
Fk(f) =
∫
R∞
I
Ek(x)f(x)dλ∞(x).
Since each Bk is a cube with sides parallel to the co-ordinate axes, Fk(.) is well defined
for all HK-integrable functions, is a bounded linear functional on Lp[R∞I ] for 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞.
Fix tk > 0 such that
∑∞
k=1 tk = 1 and defined an inner product (.) on L
1[R∞I ] by
(f, g) =
∞∑
k=1
tk[
∫
R∞
I
Ek(x)f(x)dλ∞(x)][
∫
R∞
I
Ek(y)g(y)dλ∞(y)]c.
The completion of L1[R∞I ] in the inner product is the Kuelbs-Steadman spaces KS
2[R∞I ].
To see directly that KS2[R∞I ] contains the HK-integrable, then
||f ||2KS2 =
∞∑
k=1
tk|
∫
R∞
I
Ek(x)f(x)dλ∞(x)|2
≤ sup
k
|
∫
Bk
f(x)dλ∞(x)|2
<∞.
So, f ∈ KS2[R∞I ].
Theorem 2.13. The space KS2[R∞I ] contains L
p[R∞I ] for 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞ as dense subspace.
Proof. As KS2[RnI ] contains L
p[RnI ] for each p, 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞ as compact dense subspace.
However KS2[R∞I ] is the closure of
∞⋃
n=1
KS2[RnI ]. It follows KS
2[R∞I ] contains
∞⋃
n=1
Lp[RnI ]
which is dense in Lp[R∞I ], as it is the closure. 
Before proceeding more, we defined the norm on KSp[R∞I ] is defined as
||f ||KSp[R∞
I
] =

( ∞∑
k=1
tk
∣∣∣∫R∞
I
Ek(x)f(x)dλ∞(x)
∣∣∣p) 1p , for 1 ≤ p <∞;
sup
k≥1
∣∣∣∫R∞
I
E(x)f(x)dλ∞(x)
∣∣∣ , for p =∞
where x = (x1, x2, x3, . . . ) ∈ R∞I .
With R∞I = lim
n→∞
RnI =
∞⋃
n=1
RkI and R
n
I = R
n × In, where I = [−12 , 12 ].
It is easy to see that ||f ||KSp[R∞
I
] defines a norm on L
p[R∞I ]. If KS
p[R∞I ] is completion of
Lp[R∞I ] then we have
Theorem 2.14. For each q, 1 ≤ q ≤ ∞, KSp[R∞I ] ⊃ Lq[R∞I ] as a dense continuous
embedding.
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Proof. Easily we can proof from the fact KSp[RnI ] ⊃ Lq[RnI ] as a dense continuous em-
bedding for each q, 1 ≤ q ≤ ∞. 
Theorem 2.15. For KSp[R∞I ], 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞ we have
(1) If fn → f weakly in Lp[R∞I ], then fn → f strongly in KSp[R∞I ].
(2) If 1 < p <∞, then KSp[R∞I ] is uniformly convex.
(3) If 1 < p <∞ and 1
p
+ 1
q
= 1, then the dual space of KSp[R∞I ] is KS
q[R∞I ].
(4) KS∞[R∞I ] ⊂ KSp[R∞I ] for 1 ≤ p <∞.
(5) Cc[R
∞
I ] is dense in KS
p[R∞I ].
Proof. (1) If {fn} is weakly converges in Lp[R∞I ] with limit f. Then∫
R∞
I
Ek(x)|fn(x)− f(x)|dλ∞(x)→ 0 for each k.
For each fn ∈ KSp[R∞I ] for all n, then we have
lim
n→∞
∫
R∞
I
Ek(x)|fn(x)− f(x)|dλ∞(x)→ 0.
(2) We know Lp[RnI ] is uniformly convex for each n and that is dense and compactly
embedded in KSq[RnI ] for 1 ≤ q ≤ ∞. So,
∞⋃
n=1
Lp[RnI ] is uniformly convex for each n
and that is dense and compactly embedded in
∞⋃
n=1
KSq[RnI ] for 1 ≤ q ≤ ∞. However
Lp[R̂∞I ] =
∞⋃
n=1
Lp[RnI ]. That is L
p[R̂∞I ] is uniformly convex, dense and compactly embedded
in KSq[R̂∞I ] for 1 ≤ q ≤ ∞.
As KSq[R∞I ] is the closure of KS
q[R̂∞I ]. Therefore KS
q[R∞I ] is uniformly convex.
(3) From (2) we have that KSp[R∞I ] is reflexive, for 1 < p <∞. Since{
KSp[RkI ]
}∗
= KSq[RkI ],
1
p
+ 1
q
= 1, ∀k and
KSp[RkI ] ⊂ KSp[Rk+1I ], ∀k ⇒
∞⋃
k=1
{
KSp[RkI ]
}∗
=
∞⋃
k=1
KSq[RkI ],
1
p
+ 1
q
= 1.
Since each f ∈ KSp[R∞I ] is the limit of a sequence {fn} ⊂
∞⋃
k=1
KSp[RkI ], we see that
{KSp[R∞I ]}∗ = KSq[R∞I ], for 1p + 1q = 1.
(4) Let f ∈ KS∞[R∞I ]. This implies
∣∣∣∫R∞
I
Ek(x)f(x)dλ∞(x)
∣∣∣ is uniformly bounded for all
k. It follows that
∣∣∣∫
R∞
I
Ek(x)f(x)dλ∞(x)
∣∣∣p is uniformly bounded for 1 ≤ p <∞. It is clear
from the definition of KSp[R∞I ] that[∑∣∣∣∣∣
∫
R∞
I
Ek(x)f(x)dλ∞(x)
∣∣∣∣∣
p] 1
p
≤ M ||f ||KSp[R∞
I
] <∞.
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So, f ∈ KSp[R∞I ].
(5) It follows from the same property for KSp[RkI ] for all k. 
Remark 2.16. We remark that, from [25], the proof of (2) is sufficient to see that
KSp[R∞I ] is also strictly convex.
Theorem 2.17. C∞c [R
∞
I ] is dense subset of KS
2[R∞I ].
Proof. As C∞c [R
n
I ] is dense in L
p[RnI ], ∀p. So, easily we can find C∞c [R∞I ] is dense in
Lp[R∞I ], ∀p.
Moreover Lp[R∞I ] contained as dense subset of KS
2[R∞I ]. 
Corollary 2.18. C∞0 [R
∞
I ] ⊂ KSp[R∞I ] as dense.
Theorem 2.19. KSp[R∞I ] is densely continuous embedding in KS
2[R∞I ].
Proof. As KSp[R∞I ] is separable. Let {un} be any fixed set of corresponding duality
mappings, i.e fn ∈ KSq[R∞I ] and
fn(un) =< un, fn >
= ||un||2KSp[RI∞]
= ||fn||2KSq[R∞
I
].
Let {tn}∞n=1 be a set of positive numbers that sum to one and define
< u, v >=
∞∑
n=1
tnfn(u)fn(v).
It is easily an inner product on KSp[R∞I ]. As KS
2[R∞I ] is Hilbert space generated by the
completion of KSp[R∞I ] with respect to this inner product.
As
||u||2 =
∞∑
n=1
tn|fn(u)|2
≤ sup
n
|fn(u)|2
= ||u||2KSp[R∞
I
].
So, KSp[R∞I ] is dense in KS
2[R∞I ] and it is embedding continuously. 
Note: Since L1[R∞I ] ⊂ KSp[R∞I ] and KSp[R∞I ] is reflexive for 1 < p < ∞. We see the
second dual {L1[R∞I ]}∗∗ = M[R∞I ] ⊂ KSp[R∞I ], where M[R∞I ] is the space of bounded
finitely additive set functions defined on the Borel sets B[R∞I ]. This space contains the
Dirac delta measure and the free-particle Green’s function for the Feynman integral.
The space M[R∞I ] :
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Definition 2.20. [9] A uniformly bounded sequence {µn} ⊂ M[Rn] is said to converge
weakly to µ (µn → µ) if for every bounded uniformly continuous function h(x),∫
Rn
h(x)dµn →
∫
Rn
h(x)dµ.
Definition 2.21. A uniformly bounded sequence {µk} ⊂M[R∞I ] is said to converge weakly
to µ (µn → µ) if for every bounded uniformly continuous function h(x),
lim
n→∞
∫
R∞
I
h(x)dµn →
∫
R∞
I
h(x)dµ.
Theorem 2.22. If µn → µ weakly in M[R∞I ] then µn → µ strongly in KSp[R∞I ].
Proof. As, µn
w−→µ weakly in M[R∞I ]. It gives
lim
n→∞
∫
R∞
I
h(x)dµn →
∫
R∞
I
h(x)dµ for each k.
So that
lim
n→∞
||µu − µ||KSp[R∞
I
] = 0.
Therefore µn → µ strongly in KSp[R∞I ]. 
2.2.1. Test function and Distribution in R∞I . Here our space is R
∞
I . Let α =
(α1, α2, α3, ...) be multi-index of non negative integers, with |α| =
∞∑
k=1
αk. We define the
operators Dα∞ and Dα,∞ by D
α
∞ = Π
∞
k=1
∂αk
∂xαk
and Dα,∞ = Π∞k=1
(
1
2pii
. ∂
∂xk
)αk
.
Let Cc[R
∞
I ] be the class of infinitely differentiable functions on R
∞
I with the compact
support and impose the natural locally convex topology τ on Cc[R
∞
I ] to obtain D[R
∞
I ].
Definition 2.23. A sequence {fm} converges to f ∈ D[R∞I ] with respect to the compact
sequential limit topology if and only if there exists a compact set K ⊂ R∞I , which contain
the support of fm → f for each m and Dα∞fm → Dα∞f uniformly on K, for every multi-
index α ∈ N∞I .
Let u ∈ C1[R∞I ] and suppose that φ ∈ C∞c [R∞I ] has its support in a unit ball Br, r > 0.
Then ∫
R∞
I
(φuyi)dλ∞ =
∫
∂Br
(uφ)vds−
∫
R∞
I
(uφyi)dλ∞,
where v is the unit outward normal to Br. Since φ vanishes on the δBr, then∫
R∞
I
(φuyi)dλ∞ = −
∫
R∞
I
(uφyi)dλ∞, 1 ≤ i ≤ ∞.
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So, in general case, for any u ∈ Cm[R∞I ] and any multi-index α = α1, α2, ...
|α| =
∞∑
i
αi = m, ∫
R∞
I
φ(Dαu)dλ∞ = (−1)m
∫
R∞
I
u(Dαφ)dλ∞. (4)
Lemma 2.24. A function u ∈ L1loc[R∞I ] if it is Lebesgue integrable on every compact
subset of R∞I .
Proof. We know u ∈ L1loc[RnI ] if it is Lebesgue integrable on every compact subset of R∞I .
So, u ∈ L1loc[
∞⋃
n=1
RnI ] if it is Lebesgue integrable on every compact subset of
∞⋃
n=1
RnI .
That is a function u ∈ L1loc[R∞I ] if it is Lebesgue integrable on every compact subset of
R∞I . 
Remark 2.25. With the above Lemma 2.24, we can conclude the equation 3.1 is fit even
if Dαu does not exist according to our normal definition.
Definition 2.26. If α is a multi-index and u, v ∈ L1loc[R∞I ], we say that v is the αth-weak
(or distributional) partial derivative of u and we write Dαu = v provided∫
R∞
I
u(Dαφ)dλ∞ = (−1)|α|
∫
R∞
I
φvdλ∞
for all functions φ ∈ C∞c [R∞I ]. Thus v is in the dual space D′[R∞I ] of D[R∞I ].
Theorem 2.27. The test function space D[R∞I ] is contained in KS
p[R∞I ], 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞ as
a dense embedding.
Proof. Since KS∞[R∞I ] ⊂ KSp[R∞I ] for 1 ≤ p <∞ as a continuous dense embedding for
all p, it is suffices to prove the result for KS∞[R∞I ].
Suppose that φj → φ in D[R∞I ]. Thus there exists a compact set K ⊂ R∞I , which in the
support of φj → φ and Dαφj converges to Dαφ uniformly on K for every multi-index α.
Let {EKl} be the set of all El with the support Kl ⊂ K. If α is a multi-index, we have
lim
j→∞
||Dαφj −Dαφ||KS∞ = lim
j→∞
sup
l
∣∣∣∣∣
∫
Rn
I
El(x).[Dαφj(x)−Dαφ(x)]dλn(x)
∣∣∣∣∣
≤
[
1
2
√
n
]n
lim
j→∞
sup
x∈K
|Dαφj(x)−Dαφ(x)| = 0.
Since α is arbitrary, we see that D[R∞I ] ⊂ KS∞[R∞I ] as a continuous embedding for
1 ≤ p ≤ ∞. Thus by Hahn-Banach theorem, we see that the Schwartz distributions,
D
′
[R∞I ] ⊂ {KSp[R∞I ]}′ , for 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞. 
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3. Extension of Fourier and Convolution operators
In this section we consider the problem of operator extensions form KSp[R∞I ] to
KS2[R∞I ]. In our work we used KS
2[R∞I ] and GS
2[R∞I ]. We construct the space GS
2[R∞I ].
As GS2[RkI ] ⊂ GS2[Rk+1I ], ∀k, so GS2[R̂∞I ] =
∞⋃
k=1
GS2[RkI ]. We say f ∈ GS2[R∞I ] if there
exists a Cauchy sequence {fn} ⊂ GS2[R̂∞I ] with fn ∈ GS2[RnI ] and lim
n→∞
fn(x) = f(x), λ∞-
a.e.
Theorem 3.1. GS2[R∞I ] ⊂ KS2[R∞I ] as continuous dense embedding.
Proof. As GS2[RnI ] ⊂ KS2[RnI ] as continuous dense embedding. However KS2[R∞I ] is the
closure of
∞⋃
k=1
KS2[RkI ]. That is KS
2[R∞I ] contains
∞⋃
k=1
KS2[RkI ] which is dense in GS
2[R∞I ]
as it’s closure. Hence, GS2[R∞I ] ⊂ KS2[R∞I ] as continuous dense embedding. 
Theorem 3.2. GS2[R∞I ] ⊂ KSp[R∞I ] as continuous dense embedding.
Proof. As GS2[RnI ] ⊂ KSp[RnI ] as continuous dense embedding. However KSp[R∞I ] is the
closure of
∞⋃
k=1
KSp[RkI ]. That is KS
p[R∞I ] contains
∞⋃
k=1
KS2[RkI ] which is dense in GS
2[R∞I ]
as it’s closure. Hence, GS2[R∞I ] ⊂ KSp[R∞I ] as continuous dense embedding. 
Now, for every separable Banach space KSp[R∞I ] that is dense in KS
2[R∞I ]. Theorem
2.15 and Theorem 3.2 gives GS2[R∞I ] ⊂ KSp[R∞I ] ⊂ KS2[R∞I ].
As KSp[R∞I ] is separable Banach space, it is clarify that KS
p[R∞I ] is dense in KS
2[R∞I ].
Since KSp[R∞I ] is a continuous dense embedding in KS
2[R∞I ], every closed densely de-
fined linear operator on KSp[R∞I ] has a closed densely defined extension to KS
2[R∞I ],
C[KSp[R∞I ]] extended to C[KS
2[R∞I ]]. We show this holds for bounded linear operators
L[KSp[R∞I ]] extend to L[KS
2[R∞I ]].
We investigate with Lax’s Theorem (see [22]) for our space in similar way of [9].
Theorem 3.3. Let KSp[R∞I ] be a separable Banach space continuously and densely em-
bedded in a Hilbert space KS2[R∞I ] and A be a bounded linear operator on KS
p[R∞I ]. If A
is self adjoint on KS2[R∞I ] i.e. (Au, v)KS2[R∞I ] = (u,Av)KS2[R∞I ] for all u, v ∈ KSp[R∞I ].
Then the operator A is bounded on KS2[R∞I ] and ||A||KS2[R∞I ] ≤ k||A||KSp[R∞I ], where k is
a positive constant.
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Proof. Let u ∈ KSp[R∞I ] and without loss of generality, we assume k = 1 and
||u||KS2[R∞
I
] = 1. Since A is self adjoint, we get
||Au||2KS2[R∞
I
] = (Au,Au)
= (u,A2u)
≤ ||u||KS2[R∞
I
]||A2u||KS2[R∞
I
]
= ||A2u||KS2[R∞
I
].
Thus ||Au||2n
KS2[R∞
I
] ≤ ||A2nu||KS2[R∞I ] for all n. Therefore
||Au||KS2[R∞
I
] ≤ (||A2nu||KS2[R∞
I
])
1
2n
≤ (||A2nu||KSp[R∞
I
])
1
2n
≤ (||A2n||KSp[R∞
I
])
1
2n (||u||KSp[R∞
I
])
1
2n
≤ ||A||KSp[R∞
I
](||u||KSp[R∞
I
])
1
2n .
As n→∞, ||Au||KS2[R∞
I
] ≤ ||A||KSp[R∞I ] for u in a dense set of the unit ball of KS2[R∞I ].

Theorem 3.4. Suppose KSp[R∞I ] is a separable Banach space. Let KS
p[R∞I ] ⊂ KS2[R∞I ].
Then a bounded linear operator A on KSp[R∞I ] is an extension to L[KS
2[R∞I ]] with
||A||KS2[R∞
I
] ≤ k||A||KSp[R∞I ], where k = inf{M ||A∗A||KSp[R∞I ] ≤M ||A||2KSp[R∞I ]} with posi-
tive value M.
Proof. Suppose A is bounded linear operator onKSp[R∞I ]. If, the operator A is self adjoint
on KS2[R∞I ] then by Lax’s theorem, A is bounded on KS
2[R∞I ] with
||A∗A||KS2[R∞
I
] ≤ ||A||2KS2[R∞
I
]
≤ ||A∗A||KSp[R∞
I
]
≤ k||A||2KSp[R∞
I
].

Remark 3.5. (1) The properties of KS2[R∞I ] suggest us that it is a perfect choice for
the Feynman formulation. It is found positive operator have closed, densely defined
extensions to KS2[R∞I ]. A full theory requires that the Fourier transform
′f′ and
convolution operator ′f ′ as bounded linear operators have extensions to KS2[R∞I ]
in order to ensure that both Schro¨dinger and Heisenberg theories have faithful
representations on KS2[R∞I ].
(2) If, the operator A is not self adjoint on KS2[R∞I ] of Theorem 3.4, then we cannot
find the following results.
Theorem 3.6. Fourier transform f extends to a bounded linear operator on KS2[R∞I ].
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Proof. As C0[R
∞
I ] is bounded continuous function on R
∞
I which vanishes at infinity con-
tained in KS2[R∞I ]. Also f is a bounded linear operator from L
1[R∞I ] to C0[R
∞
I ].
As L1[R∞I ] is dense in KS
2[R∞I ] and L
∞[R∞I ] ⊂ KS2[R∞I ]. By Theorem 3.4, f extends to
a bounded linear operator on KS2[R∞I ]. 
Theorem 3.7. Convolution transformation f extends to a bounded linear operator on
KS2[R∞I ].
Proof. To prove f has a bounded extension. Let h be fixed in L1[R∞I ] and define fh on
L1[R∞I ] by
fh(f)(x) = lim
n→∞
∫
Rn
I
hn(y)fn(x− y)dy.
Since fh is bounded on L
1[R∞I ] and L
1[R∞I ] is dense in KS
2[R∞I ], Then by Theorem 3.4 it
extends to a bounded linear operator on KS2[R∞I ]. 
3.1. Fourier Transform and KSp[R∞I ]. In Chapter 2 of [9] they define the Fourier
transform as a mapping from a uniform convex Banach space to its dual space. This
approach exploits the strong relationship between a uniform convex Banach space (see
[7]) and a Hilbert space at the expense of a restricted Fourier transform (we refer [12]).
They mention it is also possible to define the Fourier transform f as a mapping on L1[RnI ]
to C0[R
n
I ] for all n.
As one fixed linear operator that extends to a definition on L1[R∞I ]. As in definition
recalling I = [−1
2
, 1
2
], x = (xk)
n
k=1, x̂ = (xk)
∞
k=n+1 and hn(x̂) = ⊗∞k=n+1χI(xk) with
I = [−−1
2
, 1
2
]. The measurable functions on RnI ,M
n
I are defined by fn(x) = f
n
n (x)⊗ hn(x̂),
where fnn (x) is measurable on R
n
I , so M
n
I is a partial tensor product subspace generated
by the unit vector h(x) = h0(x̂). From this, we see that all of the spaces of functions
considered in Chapter-2 of [9] are also partial tensor product spaces generated by h(x).
In this section we show how the replacement of L1[R∞I ], C0[R
∞
I ] byKS
p[R∞I ](h), C0[R
∞
I ](h)
allows us to offer a different approach to the Fourier transform.
Definition 3.8. [9] f(fn)(x) mapping L
1[RnI ](h) into C0[R
∞
I ](ĥ) by f(fn)(x) =
⊗nk=1fk(fn) ⊗∞k=n+1 ĥn(x), where the product of sine function ĥn(x̂) = [⊗nk=n+1 sin piykpiyk ]
in the Fourier transform of the product Π∞k=n+1I of the interval I.
Theorem 3.9. [9] The operator f extends to a bounded linear mapping of L1[R∞I ](h) into
C0[R
∞
I ](ĥ).
Based on these results, we get the following result.
Theorem 3.10. The operator f extends to a bounded linear mapping of KSp[R∞I ](h) into
C0[R
∞
I ](ĥ).
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Proof. Since
lim
n→∞
KSp[RnI ](h) =
∞⋃
n=1
KSp[RnI ](h) = KS
p[R̂∞I ].
Also KSp[R∞I ](h) is the closure of KS
p[R̂∞I ](h) in KS
p-norm it follows that f is bounded
linear mapping of KSp[R̂∞I ](h) onto C0[R
∞
I ](ĥ).
Suppose the sequence {fn} ⊂ KSp[R̂∞I ](h) converges to f ∈ KSp[R∞I ](h), since the
sequence is Cauchy, so ||fn − fm||p → 0 as n,m→∞, it follows that
|f(fn(x))− fm(x))| ≤
∫
R∞
I
|fn(y)− fm(y)|dλ∞(y)
= ||fn − fm||1.
Thus |f(fn(x))−fm(x))| is a Cauchy sequence in C0[R∞I ](ĥ). Since KSp[R̂∞I ](h) is dense in
KSp[R∞I ](h), so f has a bounded extension mapping fromKS
p[R∞I ](h) into C0[R
∞
I ](ĥ). 
4. Application of KSp[R∞I ]
Markov Processes. The theory of Markov Processes and of related transition semi-
groups has numerous application in many field of science, engineering and economics.
The semi-group is studied in spaces of continuous functions and in Lp-spaces of invariant
measure, which is the stationary distribution (see [2, 23]) of the Markov process and it
exists under suitable assumption.
In the study of Markov processes, two natural spaces on which to formulate the theory,
Cb[R
∞
I ], the space of bounded continuous functions or UBC[R
∞
I ], the bounded uniformly
continuous functions, don’t have the expected properties.
We define Cb[R
∞
I ] from the fact R
n
I ⊂ Rn+1I . As lim
n→∞
RnI = R̂
∞
I =
∞⋃
n=1
RkI , so Cb[R
∞
I ] ⊂
Cb[R
n+1
I ], implies
lim
n→∞
Cb[R
n
I ] = Cb[R̂
∞
I ] =
∞⋃
n=1
Cb[R
n
I ].
So, f ∈ Cb[R∞I ] if there is a Cauchy-sequence {fn} ⊂ Cb[R̂∞I ] with fn ∈ Cb[RnI ] and
lim
n→∞
fn(x) = f(x) λ∞−a.e.
Similarly we define for the space UBC[R∞I ].
Definition 4.1. [24, 27] A family {p(t)}t≥0 of Markov operators which satisfies conditions:
(1) p(0) = Id;
(2) p(t+ s) = p(t)p(s) for s, t ≥ 0;
(3) For each f ∈ L1 the function t→ p(t)f is continuous
is called Markov semigroup.
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The semigroups associated with Markov processes, whose generators have unbounded
coefficients, are not necessarily strongly continuous when defined on Cb[R
∞
I ].
Proposition 4.2. Cb[R
∞
I ] ⊂ KSp[R∞I ] for 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞.
Proof. As Cb[R
n
I ] ⊂ KSP [RnI ].
So
⋃
Cb[R
n
I ] ⊂
⋃
KSP [RnI ] implies Cb[∪RnI ] ⊂ KSP [RnI ].
This implies lim
n→∞
Cb[
⋃
RnI ] ⊂ lim
n→∞
KSP [
⋃
RnI ].
So, Cb[ lim
n→∞
⋃
RnI ] ⊂ KSP [ lim
n→∞
⋃
RnI ] gives Cb[R̂
∞
I ] ⊂ KSP [R̂∞I ].
Thus Cb[R
∞
I ] ⊂ KSP [R∞I ], for 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞. 
Definition 4.3. A sequence of functions {fn} in Cb[R∞I ] is said to be converge to f in the
mixed topology, that is τM − lim fn = f, if sup
n∈N
||fn||∞ ≤M and ||fn−f ||∞ → 0 uniformly
on every compact subset of R∞I .
Theorem 4.4. If {fn} converges to f in the mixed topology on Cb[R∞I ] then {fn} converges
to f in the norm topology of KSP [R∞I ], for 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞.
Proof. As Cb[R
∞
I ] ⊂ KSp[R∞I ], for 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞. So, it is enough to prove τM -lim fn = f
implies lim
n→∞
||fn − f ||KSP [R∞
I
] = 0.
We conclude from the fact that each box of definition of KSP [R∞I ] norm is a compact
subset of R∞I . 
Proposition 4.5. {Cb[R∞I ]}∗ = M[R∞I ].
Proof. As {Cb[RnI ]}∗ = M[RnI ] and Cb[RnI ] ⊂ Cb[Rn+1I ], ∀n.
It gives
∞⋃
n=1
{Cb[RnI ]}∗ =
∞⋃
n=1
M[RnI ].
Since each f ∈ Cb[R∞I ] is the limit of a sequence {fn} ⊂
∞⋃
n=1
Cb[R
n
I ].
Hence {Cb[R∞I ]}∗ = M[R∞I ]. 
Theorem 4.6. Suppose T̂ (t) is a transition semigroup defined on Cb[R
∞
I ] with weak gen-
erator Â. Let T (t) be the extension of T̂ (t) to KSp[R∞I ] then T (t) is strongly continuous
and the extension A of Â to KSp[R∞I ] is the strong generator of T (t).
Proof. As dual of the space Cb[R
∞
I ] is M[R
∞
I ] which is contained in KS
P [R∞I ], for 1 ≤
p ≤ ∞. Thus applying Theorem 3.4 to show that T̂ (t) has a bounded extension to
KS2[R∞I ]. The extended operator T (t) is a semigroup. The fact that τ
M topology on
Cb[R
∞
I ] is stronger than the norm topology on KS
2[R∞I ]. Therefore generator A, of T (t)
is strong. 
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5. The canonical space KSp[B]
Now we proceed for the construction of the canonical space KSp[B∞j ]. Let Bnj be sepa-
rable Banach space with S-basis, let KSp[B̂nj ] =
∞⋃
k=1
KSp[Bkj ], and let C0[B̂nj ] =
∞⋃
n=1
C0[Bnj ].
Definition 5.1. A measurable function f ∈ KSp[Bnj ] if there exists a Cauchy sequence
{fm} ⊂ KSp[B̂nj ], with fm ∈ KSp[B̂nj ] and
lim
m→∞
fm(x) = f(x), λB − (a.e.).
Theorem 5.2. KSp[B̂nj ] = KSp[Bnj ].
Definition 5.3. If f ∈ KSp[Bnj ], we define the integral of f by
lim
m→∞
∫
Bnj
fm(x)dλB(x) =
∫
B
f(x)dλB(x), λB − (a.e.),
where {fm} ⊂ KSp[Bnj ] is any Cauchy sequence converging to f(x)-a.e.
Theorem 5.4. If f ∈ KSp[Bnj ], then the above integral exists.
For the construction of KSp[Bnj ] : We start with L1[Bnj ], Choosing a countable
dense set of sequences {En(x)}∞n=1 on the unit ball of L1[Bnj ] and assume {E∗n}∞n=1 be any
corresponding set of duality mapping in L∞[B], also if B is L1[Bnj ], using Kuelbs lemma,
it is clear that the Hilbert space KS2[Bnj ] will contain HK-integrable functions. For fix
tk > 0 such that
∑∞
k=1 tk = 1 and defined an inner product (.) on L
1[Bnj ] by
(f, g) =
∞∑
k=1
tk[
∫
Bn
j
Ek(x)f(x)dλ∞(x)][
∫
Bn
j
Ek(y)g(y)dλB(y)]c.
The completion of L1[Bnj ] in the inner product is the spaces KS2[Bnj ]. We can see directly
that KS2[Bnj ] contains the HK-integrable functions. We call the completion of L1[Bnj ]
with the above inner product, the Kuelbs-Steadman space KS2[Bnj ].
Theorem 5.5. The space KS2[Bnj ] contains Lp[Bnj ] (for each p, 1 ≤ p < ∞) as dense
subspace.
Proof. We know KS2[Bnj ] contains L1[Bnj ] densely. Thus we need to only show Lq[Bnj ] ⊂
KS2[Bnj ] for q 6= 1. Let f ∈ Lq[Bnj ] and q <∞.
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Since |E(x)| = E(x) ≤ 1 and |E(x)|q ≤ E(x), we have
||f ||KS2 =
 ∞∑
n=1
tk
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∫
Bnj
Ek(x)f(x)dλBnj (x)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2q
q

1
2
≤
 ∞∑
n=1
tk
∫
Bnj
Ek(x)|f(x)|qdλB(x)

2
q

1
2
≤ sup
k
∫
Bnj
Ek(x)|f(x)|qdλB(x))
1
q
 ≤ ||f ||q.
Hence f ∈ KS2[Bnj ]. 
We can construct the norm of KSp[Bnj ] which is defined as
||f ||KSp[Bnj ] =

( ∞∑
k=1
tk
∣∣∣∫Bnj Ek(x)f(x)dλB(x)∣∣∣p
) 1
p
, for 1 ≤ p <∞;
sup
k≥1
∣∣∣∫Bnj Ek(x)f(x)dλB(x)∣∣∣ , for p =∞
It is easy to see that ||.||KSp[Bnj ] defines a norm on Lp[Bnj ]. If KSp[Bnj ] is the completion
of Lp[Bnj ] with respect to this norm, we have
Theorem 5.6. For each q, 1 ≤ q < ∞, Lq[Bnj ] ⊂ KSp[Bnj ] as dense continuous embed-
ding.
Proof. We know from previous Theorem 5.5, and by the construction KSp[Bnj ] contains
Lp[Bnj ] densely. Thus we need only show Lq[Bnj ] ⊂ KSp[Bnj ] for q 6= p. Let f ∈ Lq[Bnj ] and
q <∞. Since |E(x)| = E(x) ≤ 1 and |E(x)|q ≤ E(x), we have
||f ||KSp = [
∞∑
n=1
tk|
∫
Bnj
Ek(x)f(x)dλB(x)|
qp
q ]
1
p
≤ [
∞∑
n=1
tk(
∫
Bnj
Ek(x)|f(x)|qdλB(x))
p
q ]
1
p
≤ sup
k
(
∫
B
Ek(x)|f(x)|qdλB(x))
1
q
≤ ||f ||q.
Hence f ∈ KSp[Bnj ]. 
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Corollary 5.7. L∞[Bnj ] ⊂ KSp[Bnj ].
Theorem 5.8. Cc[Bnj ] is dense in KS2[Bnj ].
Proof. As Cc[Bnj ] is dense in Lp[Bnj ] and Lp[Bnj ] densely contained in KS2[Bnj ]. Hence the
proof. 
Remark 5.9. As Ho¨lder and generalized Ho¨lder inequalities for Lp[Bnj ] is hold for 1 ≤
p < ∞ (see page no 83 of [9]). If KSp[Bnj ] is completion of Lp[Bnj ], so the Ho¨lder and
generalized Ho¨lder inequalities hold in KSp[Bnj ] for 1 ≤ p <∞.
Theorem 5.10. (The Minkowski Inequality) Let 1 ≤ p < ∞ and f, g ∈ KSp[Bnj ]. Then
f + g ∈ KSp[Bnj ] and
||f + g||KSp[Bnj ] ≤ ||f ||KSp[Bnj ] + ||g||KSp[Bnj ].
Proof. For proof we use Lemma 2 of [26]. 
Theorem 5.11. For KSp[Bnj ], 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞, we have
(1) If fn → f weakly in Lp[Bnj ], then fn → f strongly in KSp[Bnj ].
(2) If 1 < p <∞, then KSp[Bnj ] is uniformly convex.
(3) If 1 < p <∞ and 1
p
+ 1
q
= 1, then the dual space of KSp[Bnj ] is KSq[Bnj ].
(4) KS∞[Bnj ] ⊂ KSp[Bnj ], for 1 ≤ p <∞.
Proof. (1) If {fn} is weakly convergence sequence in Lp[Bnj ] with limit f. Then∫
Bnj
Ek(x)[fn(x)− f(x)]dλλB(x)→ 0 for each k.
For each fn ∈ KSp[Bnj ] for all n
lim
n→∞
∫
Bnj
Ek(x)[fn(x)− f(x)]dλB(x)→ 0.
So, {fn} is converges strongly in KSp[Bnj ].
(2) We know Lp[Bnj ] is uniformly convex and that is dense and compactly embedded in
KSq[Bnj ] for all q, 1 ≤ q ≤ ∞.
So,
∞⋃
n=1
Lp[Bnj ] is uniformly convex for each n and that is dense and compactly embedded
in
∞⋃
n=1
KSq[Bnj ] for all q, 1 ≤ q ≤ ∞. However Lp[B̂nj ] =
∞⋃
n=1
Lp[Bnj ]. That is Lp[B̂nj ] is
uniformly convex, dense and compactly embedded in KSq[B̂nj ] for all q, 1 ≤ q ≤ ∞.
As KSq[Bnj ] is the closure of KSq[B̂nj ]. Therefore KSq[Bnj ] is uniformly convex.
(3) We have from (2), that KSp[Bnj ] is reflexive for 1 < p <∞. Since
{KSp[Bnj ]}∗ = KSq[Bnj ],
1
p
+
1
q
= 1, ∀n
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and
KSp[Bnj ] ⊂ KSp[Bn+1j ], ∀n =⇒
∞⋃
n=1
{KSp[Bnj ]}∗ =
∞⋃
n=1
KSq[Bnj ],
1
p
+
1
q
= 1.
Since each f ∈ KSp[Bnj ] is the limit of a sequence {fn} ⊂ KSp[B̂nj ] =
∞⋃
n=1
KSp[Bnj ], we see
that {KSp[Bnj ]}∗ = KSq[Bnj ], for 1p + 1q = 1.
(4) Let f ∈ KS∞[Bnj ]. This implies |
∫
Bnj
Ek(x)f(x)dλB(x)| is uniformly bounded for all k.
It follows that | ∫Bnj Ek(x)f(x)dλB(x)|p is uniformly bounded for all 1 ≤ p <∞. It is clear
from the definition of KSp[Bnj ] that[
Σ
∣∣∣∣∣
∫
Bnj
Ek(x)f(x)dλB(x)
∣∣∣∣∣
p] 1
p
≤M ||f ||KSp[Bn
j
] <∞.
So, f ∈ KSp[Bnj ]. This completes the result. 
Theorem 5.12. C∞c [Bnj ] is a dense subset of KS2[Bnj ].
Proof. As C∞c [Bnj ] is dense in Lp[Bnj ], ∀p. Moreover Lp[Bnj ] contained as dense subset of
KS2[Bnj ]. So, C∞c [Bnj ] is a dense subset of KS2[Bnj ]. 
Corollary 5.13. C∞0 [Bnj ] ⊂ KSp[Bnj ] as dense.
Remark 5.14. Since L1[Bnj ] ⊂ KSp[Bnj ] and KSp[Bnj ] is reflexive for 1 < p < ∞. We
see the second dual {L1[Bnj ]}∗∗ = M[Bnj ] ⊂ KSp[Bnj ], where M[Bnj ] is the space of bounded
finitely additive set functions defined on the Borel sets B[Bnj ].
5.1. The family of KSp[B∞j ]: We can now construct the spaces KSp[B∞j ], 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞,
using the same approach that led to L1[B∞j ]. Since KSp[B∞j ] ⊂ KSp[B∞j ], We define
KSp[B̂∞j ] =
∞⋃
n=1
KSp[Bnj ].
Definition 5.15. We say that a measurable function f ∈ KSp[B∞j ], for 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞, if
there is a Cauchy sequence {fn} ⊂ KSp[B̂∞j ] with fn ∈ KSp[Bnj ] and lim
n→∞
fn(x) = f(x) λB-
a.e.
The functions in KSp[B̂∞j ] different from function in its closure KSp[B∞j ], by sets of
measure zero.
Theorem 5.16. KSp[B̂∞j ] = KSp[B∞j ].
Definition 5.17. If f ∈ KSp[B∞j ], we define the integral of f by∫
B∞
I
f(x)dλB(x) = lim
n→∞
∫
Bnj
fn(x)dλB(x),
where fn ∈ KSp[Bnj ] is any Cauchy sequence convergerging to f(x).
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Theorem 5.18. If f ∈ KSp[B∞j ], then the integral of f defined in Definition 5.17 exists
and is unique for every f ∈ KSp[B∞j ].
Proof. Since the family of functions {fn} is Cauchy, it is follows that if the integral exists,
it is unique. To prove existence, follow the standard argument and first assume that
f(x) ≥ 0. In this case, the sequence can always be chosen to be increasing, so that the
integral exists. The general case now follows by the standard decomposition. 
Theorem 5.19. If f ∈ KSp[B∞j ], then all theorems that are true for f ∈ KSp[Bnj ], also
hold for f ∈ KSp[B∞j ].
Remark 5.20. We can extend the Fourier transformation as well as convolution trans-
formation from KSp[B∞j ] to KS2[B∞j ]. Finally we also can show KS2[B∞j ] is a better
choice of Hilbert space for Heisenberg theory.
5.2. Feynman Path Integral. The properties of KS2[R∞I ] derived earlier suggests that
it may be a better replacement of L2[R∞I ] in the study of the Path Integral formulation
of quantum theory developed by Feynman. We see that position operator have closed
densely defined extensions to KS2[R∞I ]. Further Fourier and convolution insure that all of
the Schro¨dinger and Heisenberg theories have a faithful representation on KS2[R∞I ]. Since
KS2[R∞I ] contain the space of measures, it follows that all the approximating sequences
for Dirac measure convergent strongly in KS2[R∞I ].
Conclusion
In this paper we developed canonical Kuelbs-Seadman space KSp[R∞I ], 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞, we
find this space contained HK-integrable function and its fundamental results. We show
that KS2[R∞] is a choice for Heisenberg and Schro¨dinger representations. Finally we
show an application of KSp[R∞I ]. As our purpose, we able to find the space KS
p[B∞j ]
contains Lp[B∞j ] as dense, compact embedding.
Appendix:
Theorem 5.21. KSp[Bnj ] and KSp[BJ ] are equivalent spaces.
Proof. If Bnj is a separable Banach space, T maps Bnj onto BJ ⊂ R∞I , where T is a isometric
isomorphism so that BJ is a embedding of Bnj into R∞I . This is how we able to define a
Lebesgue integral on Bnj using BJ and T−1. Thus KSp[Bnj ] and KSp[BJ ] are not different
space. 
Theorem 5.22. KSp[B∞j ] ⊂ KSp[R∞I ] embedding as closed subspace.
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Proof. As every separable Banach space can be embedded in R∞I as a closed subspace
containing B∞j . So, KSp[B∞j ] ⊂ KSp[R∞I ] embedding as a closed subspace. That is
KSp[
∞⋃
n=1
BnJ ] ⊂ KSp[R∞I ] embedding as a closed subspace.
So, KSp[Bnj ] ⊂ KSp[R∞I ] embedding as a closed subspace. Finally we can conclude that
KSp[B∞j ] ⊂ KSp[R∞I ] embedding as closed subspace. 
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